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Monster Entertainment Non Dialogue 3 - 7 Series 

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/booba/

26 x 4’ Mins Ongoing 
Animated family show 
non dialogue Age: 3 - 7

Booba is a non-dialogue animated family show

Each episode is a stand-alone story happening
in various locations. The action takes place in a
world similar to the real one, but still with
some room for wonders.  Our central character
is Booba, a curious little creature, who is
always ready to explore the world around him. 

Booba easily makes friends who help him find
unusual ways out of any situation! In Season 1

Booba gets to know Loola the Rat and Googa
the Parrot. Later on, they will be joined by
Soosa the Hedgehog, Dooda the Worm, Scooba
the Octopus and Mooma the Cat.

The series focuses on entertainment and kind
tricks only as children easily associate
themselves with the main character and
repeat after him. Our aim is to let a child
have some rest while watching safe content.

New

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/booba/


Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/earth-to-luna/

New

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/earth-to-luna/


Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/the-day-henry-met/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/the-day-henry-met/
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Monster Entertainment 4 - 6 Series

Brewster 
the Rooster 
and Maggie  
discover answers 
to questions only 
preschoolers ask!

Together they make a unique
pair of friends: they are both
super inquisitive, they wear tap
shoes but it’s their style of
imagining possible answers to
questions that really makes
them a team. 

Whenever one of their friends
ponders a subject like; ‘If fish
live in water, what do they like
to drink?’ 

Brewster and Maggie will hold
hands, do a tap dance and open
their imaginations.

Through creative thinking, they
come up with many possible
answers. They’ll take young
viewers on a journey of
discovery in a way that will not
only entertain, but will get
their creative thinking caps on!

26 x 7 mins HD

Age: 4 - 6

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/brewster-the-rooster/ 

Second Season coming soon

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/brewster-the-rooster/ ?


Monster Entertainment 4 - 8 + Family Series

or 39x5 min

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/jungle-beat/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/jungle-beat/


Monster Entertainment 5 - 9 + Family Series

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/casparade/

26 eps x 7 mins
Age: 5-9

Being 7 years old is not an easy task! Especially if you
have to deal with a never- growing-up writer and a
meticulous animal psychiatrist who happen to be your
parents. But after all,
having a family is one of the greatest things on earth!

Little rascal Caspar and his best friend Ada always find
unexpected solutions to questions dealing with friend-
ship, loyalty, tolerance and the weird behaviour of adults. 

Caspar: Curious about the world and a little hyperactive.
He has a lively imagination, loves to draw comics and
often makes his own toys. Ada: A humorous and very
smart girl who sometimes seems to be more grown- up
than her own parents.

Through stories full of action and humour, the series
delivers a warm-hearted and optimistic message in a
light and funny way

New

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/casparade/


Monster Entertainment 4 - 6 Series

The series 
follows a little dog, Ib as 

he encounters new experiences
that challenge him to think up 
creative solutions. With every new
experience comes a chance for Ib to
help someone and learn something too. 

“Ib the Dog” demonstrates Ib’s caring nature and 
fun loving, inquisitive spirit, to create the perfect 

entertainment for preschoolers.” 

Ib The Dog books andibooks, App and gamesare popular in Denmark.

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/ib-the-dog/

26 eps
 x 4 m

ins 

Age: 4 
- 8

New

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/ib-the-dog/


30 x 5 mins HD
Ongoing Age: 3 - 6

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 
New

Monster Entertainment
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/misho-robin/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/misho-robin/


Cleo, the inquisitive little puppy is back
for season two, and her best friend Irma’s
new glasses are her latest obsession!
Knowing Cleo ensures Irma never goes 
without her multicoloured glasses and
learns about the various ways people can
see. The happy puppy creates an atmosphere
of fun and through mishaps only a puppy

could create,
viewers are 
encouraged to find new ways to solve 
problems. With Cleo and co., young 
audiences broaden their perspectives and
learn that each day can turn into a journey
of discovery!

Monster Entertainment 4 - 7 Series 

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/cleo/

78 x 7 mins 

2D HD

Age: 4 -
 7

The number 1 show in Spain

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/cleo/


This is the fun-filled world of Peek Zoo,
where every day is an adventure.
With a warm and engaging cast of 
characters, humans and animals embark on
a series of hilarious adventures that will
make children laugh, think and
learn, with problems to solve and 
mysteries to unravel. Children will be

enthralled by the 
exploits and escapades of the hapless but
heart-warming MrPeek. Each episode is a
day in the life of proprietor and 
zookeeper Mr Peek, his children Jimmy
and Violet and a dazzling array of 

different and exciting
animals.

26 x 7 mins 
2D HD

Age: 4 - 8

Based on the best-selling books 

Monster Entertainment 4 - 8 Series 

Monster Entertainment
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New - Available December 2018



A new comedy series about 
Harry and Bip, two energetic young

penguins who are all about Fun, Fish and Friends!
Harry and Bip live in the Antarctic, a vast icy

expanse they can't wait to explore.. .They
navigate their friendship and the world around

them with physical humour, slap-
stick comedy and a lot of heart.
We'll join them as they try to
build an ambitious extension to
their igloo, discover what happens

when Harry gets a
cold. . . or how  to

play hopscotch
w i t h . i c e
...floats.

15 x 2mins HD

Ongoing 

Age: 4 - 8

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/?p=7321

NEW Non Dialogue

Monster Entertainment 4 - 8 Non Dialogue Series

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/?p=7321


26 x 5 min  HD 
Age: 3 - 6
Non Dialogue

With family and happy friends by his side, the little
bird Pikkuli plays and explores. Pikkuli is scared of
flying, and if he doesn’t want to fly, he will  not! So he
swims like a penguin and hops like a chicken. Pikkuli
compares himself to his talented big Sister and
reckless Brother and it’s not easy to be so differ-
ent. Athletic Byrd Father and caring Mommy Byrd
know their youngest child is a bit odd, but they love
him. With help Pikkuli finds his strengths. 

His best friend, Honkkeli,
is a wobbly shorebird with
legs,  neck and a  beak
that don’t seem to fit
together. 

Pikkuli l ikes the same things as other small children
around the world; his family, friends, music, playing
games, swimming and fishing.

In 26 episodes Pikkuli learns how to share toys with
his sibl ings,  tries to get goodies by pretending
to have flu,  gets a new pet and learns a lot of
responsibility. He celebrates his birthday and builds
a hut of his own. He will  also learn a
lot of love! 

Perhaps one day he will  learn to
f ly,  but for  the t ime being,  he
prefers bouncing. Chirp, chirp!. 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv

Telephone: +353-1-6114934 
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/pikkuli/

Monster Entertainment Pikkuli 3 - 6 Non Dialogue Series

Second Season coming soon - New narrated version available

now on 



I’m a 

52 x 2´ HD 
Age: 3-8

NEW

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/im-a-fish/

PART of the “I’m a ...” Series x 3 (see pages 26-29 age Section 3-8)

I’m a Fish features a variety of sea creatures
from around the world’s rivers, seas and oceans.
Each sea creature ranging from Bass to Blobfish
(the ugliest fish in the sea!) to Sea Mammals to
Crustaceans to Lobsters and Sharks invite us into
their wonderful underwater worlds. 

They tell us all sorts of fun and interesting facts

about where they live, what they do and how
they survive in such deep, dark and sometimes
dangerous places! 

In the ‘fish book’ we show fun animated vignettes
detailing how the creatures live, what they eat
and who may try to eat them! Altogether an
energetic and fun journey for its young audience.

Age 3 - 8 “I’m a ...” Series

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/im-a-fish/


The series follows the adventures of

Jabu, an intrepid nine-year-old, and his

Magic Talking Drum. Jabu explores the

Jungle helping animals in need. Along the

way we'll meet plenty of friends who join in

the fun – but watch out for naughty Van the

Vulture!

Set to a vibrant afro pop soundtrack and

featuring a host of  colourful animal

characters, Jabu’s Jungle has a unique

African look and feel and introduces

children to the wonders of Africa’s

animals and exotic locations. 

39 x 22´ HD 

Ongoing

Age: 4 - 7 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv
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Monster Entertainment 4 - 8  Series

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/jabus-jungle-2/

Jabu is no.1 show in SA. Season 3 ready in January 2018



Set in the forest, Tiny Square Critters tells
stories from the target audience’s own
world, e.g. The first day in kindergarten,
Where is my mum?, I can’t sleep  

The critters are all square shaped animal
children, and each episode starts and ends

with a lesson in how to draw the
animals, encouraging children to join

in  the story and make up
adventures

of their own.  The square design is easy, even
for small children to copy. 

Episodes include; Buller Bear: Buller
wants to be a great hunter but it seems that
all his friends are better hunters than him.
Olrik Owl: Olrik and Lulu Lynx are very
puzzled. They are unable to figure out why
they are so tired during the day and can’t

sleep at night. 

HD 78 x 7 mins
Age 3 to 6

Meet Buller Bear, Bennie Beaver, Millie Mouse and all the other Tiny Square Critters!

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6   Series 

Tiny Square

Critters

Monster Entertainment
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/tiny-square-critters/



Ever wondered what happened to the
animals when they left Noah’s Ark?
Well, they all went to Noah’s Park!
Dreamer the rhinoceros, Honk the camel,
Stretch the giraffe and six of their
animal friends set off from the ark on
a great journey to find a new
home in Noah’s Park.

A unique combination of puppets,
life-size costumes, 
stop-motion-animation and CGI.

Episodes include a three-act story,
introduced by the wise leader “Ponder”
the Frog. Each story has a valuable
lesson expressing themes like honour,
friendship, co-operation and bravery.

14 x 22 mins 
ongoing 

Age: 3 - 7

NewMonster Entertainment 3 - 7   Series 

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/noahs-park/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/noahs-park/


Are you in the mood for a good horror story?
Well the truck drivers from Doomsville can
help you with that! 

"Terror in Doomsville" tells the terrifying
but fun mishaps of 4 truckers, who suffer at
the expense of a 

terrible monster haunting the people of
Doomsville. 

A Halloween Special written by the renowned
Tommy Donbavand, writer of horror books for
children and creator of Scream Street series,
produced by BBC.

Halloween Special 1 x 22` HD  Age: 6 - 12

Monster Entertainment 6 - 12 Special

The CN logo is TM & 
© 2018 Cartoon Network.

Watch on

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/terror-in-doomsville/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/terror-in-doomsville/


Section 2
Children’s Animated

Series & Specials

Preschool



Each day, Sean and Roisin hop on board

their school-boat with their

schoolfriends and head off to a magical

preschool, where they meet their

teacher, Mister O’Dear, who just

happens to be a deer.

Through imagination, adventure and

teamwork, the children learn about their

world and how it works, all with the

support of their many animal friends on

the fantastical and enchanting

Rockabye Island.

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6   Series 

2D HD
26 x 11 minsKids 3-6

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv

Telephone: +353-1-6114934 
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/rockabye-island/



15 x 13 mins HD 

Age: 3 - 6

Introducing COSMO 
a new show with plenty of laughs, songs, fun and
adventure! Eight colourful planets for Cosmo to

explore. 

Each one, in its own way,
totally amazing! Even

Earth, that little blue
planet you call home!

Episodes Feature: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune

Fun! Plenty of singing and dancing! Humour and silliness! And amazing information!

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv

Telephone: +353-1-6114934 

Fax: +353-1-6114935
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/planet-cosmo/

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 



2D Animation
80 x 7’20 mins
Xmas Special 

1 x 22’
3-6 years

It's a wonderful place where happy, eccentric,        playful
little animals go about their daily lives. 

In Fluffy Gardens, something 
unexpected happens every day!

Maybe Paolo the Cat will show just how clever he is.
Perhaps Lenny the Octopus will tidy his terribly messy
house. Or today could be the day that Colleen the Cow
finally reaches the moon! And there are many more friends

to meet. Through its gentle-paced, charming narrative,
Fluffy Gardens has a unique story for each individual.
Perhaps today's story will become your new favourite! 

Always charming.

Always delightful.

And always brought to you with a smile!

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv

Telephone: +353-1-6114934 

Fax: +353-1-6114935
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/fluffy-gardens

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/fluffy-gardens


HD 2D
Animation

40 x 7 mins
3-6 years

PUNKY is an original new animated TV series which tells
stories from the everyday life of Punky, a         spirited little
girl, who has Down syndrome.

Punky is a happy little girl who loves music, dancing and hugs! She loves
playing with her big brother, Con, and jumping around with her dog,
Rufus, who is Punky's best friend.  He's small, hairy and loves to steal
slippers and, well, what dog doesn't? 

Punky enjoys helping her mum around the house and             trying to

make Cranky, her grandmother, just a little                    less cranky. As
a child with Down syndrome, Punky lives in the moment. If something
isn’t right, if someone has a  problem, Punky will set out to fix it. To
Punky, the solution is always        simple.

“Punky is a light-hearted, fun and exciting series
at the heart of which lies an exceptional child.”

Sheila de Courcy,  Commissiong Editor, Young Peoples, RTE.

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv

Telephone: +353-1-6114934 

Fax: +353-1-6114935

Mobile: +353-86-6032164

Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/punky/

http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/punky/


39 x 4´ HD 
Age: 3 - 6

The Preschoolers learn some-

thing new everyday! Together

with their Teacher, The Cook,

The Janitor and Mr Ben, the fun

never stops. 

Each four-minute episode

contains a valuable lesson taught

in a friendly colourful, and warm

environment. 

Covering a wide range of subjects,

from colour to music, from

animals to dancing, there’s

always an adventure to be

had.  Join in on the

preschool fun with

The Preschoolers as

they make a cozy home for

a hedgehog, have a snowball

fight and learn about how

to conserve water! 

Monster Entertainment 3 - 6 Series 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square

Dublin 2, Ireland

www.monsterentertainment.tv
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/the-preschoolers/



Soli & Mo’s Nature Show is a mixed media nature show, hosted by

two very lovable friends who delight in observing anything and

everything that goes on in the animal kingdom below them. 

Soli Sun watches the animals during the day and Mo Moon observes

them in the evening and night-time. They are best friends and look

forward with great excitement to their twice-daily meetings, during

sunrise and sunset.  That’s when they get to share the wonderful, silly

and funny things they’ve both seen.  Soli shares what she saw with

Mo during their sunset chats, and Mo shares what she’s seen during

their sunrise chats.  From their play ground in the sky they see: Many

lovely animals, the fish swimming deep in the ocean and birds flying

high in the sky. 

Should Soli or Mo like what they’ve seen, they will upload the pic-

tures into the clouds or stars and save them untill later, ready to share

with one another.  Voiced by children and combining cute animated

characters with stunning wildlife footage, Soli and Mo’s obvious

delight mirrors those of their viewers.

Soli & Mo’s Nature Show (HD 26 x 7 minutes mixed-media pre-school show)

Season 2 underway

Monster Entertainment Preschool  Series 

Monster Entertainment

The Monster Mews

Rear 51 Merrion Square
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www.monsterentertainment.tv
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Please Click link below to Screen 
http://www.monsterentertainment.tv/catalogue/soli-mo/



Slim Pig is a new animated television series for pre-

school children from Cheeky Productions.  Slim, the star

of the show, is a two-dimensional pig living in a three-

dimensional world.  Because Slim is inquisitive, as well as

flat, there's no such thing as a simple walk outside his

pigsty - wherever Slim goes, he finds an adventure.

But because Slim is intelligent and creative, not to men-

tion thin, he always gets home safely.CCanadian TV in its

timeslot..

Slim Pig
(39 Eps. in 3 series of 13 x 7 minutes 

or 13 x 30 minutes)

BAAAS (104 x 12 minutes.  2 – 6 years) 

Baaas, HD, Live Action, is a multicultural family sitcom about fam-

ily values.  The Baaas are an extraordinary, ordinary family - they just

happen to be walking, talking, singing sheep! There are the twins

Jaaason and Meeedea, Mom and Dad, along with Grandpa Costaaas

and Grandma Baaalwen.  

The series has a strong educational backbone presented in a very

entertaining way. “Being with the Baaas is about Belonging!" Also

includes a Christmas, Ramadan and Eid Special.

The series is produced by Nia Ceidiog the writer of children’s tele-

vision favourite Fireman Sam. Baaas is a ground-breaking co-pro-

duction between Welsh based Ceidiog, S4C and the pan Arabic Al

Jazeera Childrens Channel

Brown Bag’s “Why?” is an animated series

aimed at pre-school children.  It explains

how things work in a simple and colourful

way.  The questions are asked by two very

young children and the answers are given

by an older girl which helps relate the

series to the very young.  

Episodes include:

“Why do birds fly?”,

“Why do I have a nose?”,

“What’ inside my body?” and 

“Why do I have to brush my teeth?”

Why? (52 x 2 minutes)

Monster Entertainment
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Monster Entertainment Preschool  Series 
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Section 3

Animated Series & Specials

Children 4-8



26 x 1 min  3D 

Age: 4 - 8

Non Dialogue

In each one-minute dialogue free episode, Luchien and Gabin have a wacky (and at times
surreal) adventure. Watch Luchien as he tries to teach himself to fly, or Gabin as he tries
to steal Luchien’s dinner! From professional rubber duck fishing, to a duel over a piece
of cake, there are always twists and turns and a surprise at the end. With       classic car-
toon humour.
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Monster Entertainment 4 - 8 Non Dialogue Series



13 x 5´ HD 

Ongoing

Age: 4 - 8

Non Dialogue

Hullabalooba is an animated slapstick series for kids aged

up to 8 years. The story is about three pirates, two seagulls and

a parrot, sailing the seven seas. These furious pirates are looking

for riches with the help of a second-hand treasure map. Their

everyday blunders escalate to chaos by the end of  each episode. 
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Monster Entertainment 4 - 8 Non Dialogue Series



I’m a Monster Meet a talkative Troll, a shy Yeti, a gentleman Vampire and
a misunderstood Bogeyman, as they and a host of other           monsters
introduce themselves on camera! 

I’m a Monster brings us animated interviews with the world’s most
famous monsters. Each monster gets their chance to talk to camera and
introduce us to their world.  They will tell us all sorts of fun facts about
themselves- where they came from, how they became famous, and how
they feel about their fame.  We will avoid inventingmonsters, and as all our

characters will be taken from mythology or literature there will be learn-
ing and facts associated with each episode. Some monsters think being
scary is fun, but others feel        misunderstood.  This is their chance to put
the record straight!

From Bigfoot to the Werewolf and Headless Horseman to Mummy, who
better to talk about monsters than the monsters themselves? Perfect as a
companion piece to I’m an Animal and I’m a Dinosaur, or as a stand-alone
series. It is a fun, fact-filled series with international appeal. Target age
group 4-8.

I’m a Monster (52 x 2 minutes)

2 I’m a Creepy Crawly

(52 x 2 minutes)
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3 SERIES 3 - 8  on the “I’m a..” THEME (see next 3 pages)

3 I’m a Fish   

available August 2018

(52 x 2 minutes )

1 I’m a Monster

(52 x 2 minutes)

1



I’m a Creepy Crawly   (52 x 2 minutes   Animated series for children 3-8) 

I’m a Creepy Crawly

Creepy Crawlies are slimy, squashy, stingy little pests. Or so we all think but they’ve got a thing or two to say about that.

In I’m a Creepy Crawly, the insects invite us into their alien world right under our feet to set the record straight. 

They tell us all sorts of fun, interesting and sometimes disgusting facts about where they live, what jobs they do, how they survive in

such dangerous places and how we humans have got Creepy Crawlies all wrong.
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2
Monster Entertainment 3 - 8  “I’m a..” Series x 3 



I’m a 

52 x 2´ HD 
Age: 3-8

I’m a Fish features a variety of sea creatures
from around the world’s rivers, seas and oceans.
Each sea creature ranging from Bass to Blobfish
(the ugliest fish in the sea!) to Sea Mammals to
Crustaceans to Lobsters and Sharks invite us into
their wonderful underwater worlds. 

They tell us all sorts of fun and interesting facts

about where they live, what they do and how
they survive in such deep, dark and sometimes
dangerous places! 

In the ‘fish book’ we show fun animated vignettes
detailing how the creatures live, what they eat
and who may try to eat them! Altogether an
energetic and fun journey for its young audience.

NEW

Please Click link below to Screen 
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FUMPY FACTS – 
What do Piranhas,
Dracula, The Lost City
of Atlantis, and Thomas
Edison all have in common?
You will learn about each
one of them and more, in
Fumpy Facts! Journey around
the world to meet The World’s
Strongest Man and The World’s
Greatest Detective. Travel
from inside our amazing
bodies, all the way to Mars! 

Fumpy Facts is a show that
delivers educational

children’s programming
with a wide and varied

subject range. But what
does FUMPY mean? Well,

it simply means amazing,
fantastic, funny,

exciting, unknown,
odd, exceptional,
mysterious, peculiar,
unusual, strange,
weird, unique,
hilarious, sensational

and whimsical 
- in short, FUMPY!

20 x 3’
Age: 3-8 

NEW Series Now Available 
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The Panic Show

Dimitri Valensky is a famous storyteller. He goes from town to

town and tells children spooky stories.

His coming to the village of Misty Rocks has been stirring up

crazy rumours and curiosity.

“I’ve been told one kid is picked up, gobbled up and digested at

the end of each of Valensky’s shows!” How dreadful! 

The children are both frightened and excited, and they are all

crowding around the big top.  All of them? Well, no: Leo is truly

panicked… He could have done without going to that show, but

unfortunately his mother has bought him a ticket.

The Panic Show
(1 x 30 minutes Animated 

Halloween Special for children 4-8)

1 x 26 mins
Haloween Special

Kids 4-8
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A slapstick comedy about five octopus

friends, confined to living in a boring fishtank, watch-

ing the ocean from their window. They spend their

time planning all sorts of crazy escapes. 

Will they ever be free?

Episodes include: The Tower, where all five friends

begin building a high tower that will come thru the top

of the tank, Spider Web, where they use a spider

web inside the tank as a trampoline to help them get out

of the tank, and The Rocket, where Klint

the outopus decides to build a lunar

rocket to escape ...

HD Dialogue free
52 x 2 mins
Age 4-8

Outopus
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Pondemonium
(104 ×10 minutes 

HD Animated series for children 3-8) 

Get lost in their swamp-centered rhythms and rhymes!

The vast wetland paradise known as The Marsh is

teeming with cute and curious creepy - crawly critters

of all kinds, home to adventure, a dash of danger, a great

deal of whimsy, and a strong sense of community.

In the tiny nooks and crannies of this verdant hideaway, a

thriving little insect colony is abuzz with activity. Residents

face a variety of challenges, but caring neighbors always

come through when the going gets tough! 

So come along with us - join butterflies and bullfrogs,

bumblebees and bumbling blowflies as they learn -

sometimes the hard way - that it’s teamwork that paves

the path to success!

Pondemonium highlights the child-like curiosity of the

denizens of The Marsh, and does so with warmth and

humor. Engaging characters approach new discoveries

with wonder in the lush environs of this balmy

haven—and children won’t want to miss a single episode!

Official Selection, Italy’s Pulcinella Awards, 2012!.

Pondemonium
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Funky Fables
(26 x 11 minutes 

2D Animation series for children 8-12) 

Optional online software – Allows the broadcaster to invite

their audience to become the stars of the show! 

Everyone’s best-loved fables and folk stories have been hijacked!

Funky Fables gives a new twist to your favourite fairy tales
with a very modern and irreverent spin. Familiar stories are
played out but with a twist… 

The Magic Mirror becomes tired of people's vanity and
embarks on a road trip of personal discovery, but will the
public appreciate his honest truth?

The Punky Pied Piper turns the kingdoms’ children into
obnoxious little punks. The king decides to fight fire with fire
. . . . . it’s time to rock!

Miss Muffet and Legs the spider are a successful theatre dou-
ble act but what happens when Legs try to go it alone? 

The kingdom is invaded by a horde of cheesy romantic
singers. Can the King, with his boyband, win back the hearts
of their women?

Even the Big Bad Wolf is forced to become a vegetarian,
ugghh! Surrounded by sheep, will he resist the tasty woolly
temptations?

Commissioned 

by CBBC
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Hippothesis - Entertainment and learning through Exploration

Hippothesis, Early learner – Ages 3 to 7 is a fun new humorous 2D

Animated science short format series that answer the “why”

questions all young scientists have! Strong, simple, linear stories with

one science concept creatively delivered.  

Our stars, Dawn, the pygmy Hippopotamus, and Edward the dog,

explore their everyday environments and learn about the natural

world around them. Dawn enthusiastically investigates anything, while

Edward approaches the world more methodically - wanting to know

what the result will be before they even start.

Every episode features  a  “Paws”  lead by Edward, where he pauses

the action and asks the audience a direct question regarding today’s

concept, which allows the children at home to predict how the

situation will go. 

“Do you think Dawn can become a nocturnal creature?

Will Dawn be able to fly away like a bird?”

The end of every show features an at-home experiment, which gives

children the opportunity to explore and integrate today’s concept

through their own imaginative play.  These experiments are in keeping

with Mary Warnock, a philosopher of education, who suggested that

children’s education should be pleasurable and engaging.

Some episodes : 

How can I be a fog machine?

Why don’t I have an exoskeleton?

I want to live in a tree!

Thunk! Fell again! Time to find my centre of balance!

Hippothesis (20 x 3:30 minutes Animated )
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Birdy (60 x 10 minutes)

Birdy is a 3D Animated Series HD.

3-7 year olds. following the

adventures of a little guided tour

plane called Birdy and all his

airport friends.  Currently airing on

NHK in Japan

Birdy’s kindness can touch every

child…

Somewhere in the South Seas lies

Bird Paradise Island, where a little

plane named Birdy is learning to be

a guided-tour plane.  

Episodes include Birdy Becomes a

Mother? where Birdy meets a baby

chick who gets left behind when a

flock of birds head south and

decides to teach it to fly. 

The Skyathlon!, where Birdy and

Phillip decide to compete to

determine who is the hardest

working craft at Bird Paradise

Airport. Will victory go to the

speedy little plane, or the

consistent little helicopter?

The first children’s animated series

produced in Northern Ireland,

LTL Productions’ Lifeboat Luke is a

search and rescue adventure series

for children aged 3-6, featuring

Lifeboat Luke and his friends in the

mad magical seaside town of

Donaghadoo.  

With a quirky, colourful cast of

boats, animals, cars, children and

townsfolk, stories are told through

narration, sound effects and music

and are easily re-versioned for

different languages.  

Stories are sometimes daft,

ridiculous or even whimsical.  It

never takes itself too seriously and

events are usually an exaggeration

of events for the purposes of

humour and drama.

Broadening the shows broadcast

base the series has developed

across multi-platforms with an

interactive book, i-phone

application and website, which

combines web assets and

additional interactive activities.

Lifeboat Luke (52 x 5 minutes)
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Parents and children alike will be won over by the lovable innocence

of Gigi, from Tommy Nelson in the US. A little girl who just knew she

was a princess. She had known it from birth! But where were the

castle and royal jewels?   With a little help from Mommy and Daddy,

Gigi realizes that she is not just any old princess — she is the daugh-

ter of the greatest King of all!  A wonderful discovery for little

princesses everywhere, Gigi: God’s Little Princess® will subtly teach

girls of their importance and belonging to the King of all kings. 

GIGI (14 x 11 minutes) 
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Magic Cellar is a HD 3D Animated series based on traditional

African folktales. The series, which has won 29 international television

awards, celebrates Africa’s  culture and traditions while promoting

reading as        exciting and fulfilling. These fun filled adventures trans-

port the entire family to a new level of storytelling as the most

intriguing folktales and their timeless lessons are brought to life by the

enchanting         characters of the Magic Cellar.

Each episode is a self-contained, animated short which is divided into

three sections: a brief introduction and set-up where our young

characters are often met with a troublesome situation; the African

folk tale which mirrors this situation; and a wrap-up with the lessons

and morals learned to actively solve the encountered problem. It is

these lessons that build on the values and life skills that are

all-important to a young audience and do so with a magical and

imaginative appeal. 

Enter the Magic Cellar and allow its exquisite stories and universal

themes which transcend all cultures to capture your imagination as

you visit the places where your childhood memories live.

Magic Cellar (52 x 11:30 minutes HD 3D Animated Children ages: 4-7 & Family)

Magic Cellar
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From France’s Sparx Animation Studios in co-production with TF1, 

Gazoon is a delightful 3-D non-dialogue animated series. 

Take a group of wild animals in the African savanna, add wacky  behaviour, and 

you've got Gazoon - an animated comedy with a tender and surreal touch. 

With timeless cartoon humour and an international appeal,  this animated 

series is aimed at entertaining children from 4-10 and their families

30 x 3’30 minutes
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Max Lucado's “Hermie &

Friends" (13 x half hour plus

Christmas Special) is a 3-D

animated series of stories based

on the adventures of a little

caterpillar named Hermie and his

best friend Wormie. Each episode

features new characters to meet

and new lessons to be learned.

After the success of "Hermie, A

Common Caterpillar" showing

Hermie's transformation into a

butterfly, author Max Lucado

decided to explore the many

wonderful stories of Hermie's life

before his ascent. 

With voice-over talent by Tim

Conway, Don Knotts and Melissa

Disney. Hermie & Friends is the

top selling DVD in the US CBA

market.

Hermie and Friends (13 x 30 minutes)

ROOBARB & CUSTARD Roobarb the

lovable wacky dog and Custard the

sarcastic pink cat, first bounced onto

television screens in 1974 and were an

immediate hit achieving cult status

worldwide.

Between the house and the garden shed,

Roobarb has presented the world with a

zillion ingenious inventions that almost

always go spectacularly wrong much to

the amusement of his friend Custard,

the giggling Birds and all the other

garden animals. Not one to be discour-

aged by life's little obstacles, Roobarb the

determined optimist always soldiers on

with his ambitious plans reminding us of

one of life's most important lesson's, "if

at first you don't succeed, try & try

again". Monster Entertainment has

recently taken on the  distribution for

both the Vintage series and Series 2.

Roobarb & Custard
(Vintage Series: 30 x 5 minutess & Series 2: 39 x 7’ minutess)
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70-minutes Christmas special setting the

Nativity story within the adventure story

context of The StoryKeepers.

It features 6 new songs. 

The StoryKeepers – Christmas Special (1 x 70  minutes)

Commissioned by 20th Century Fox Home

Entertainment,  this 70-minutes Easter special

features new songs and celebrity voices

Tim Curry,  Adam Wylie, Debbie Boone,

Robert Guillaume, Sheryl Lee Ralph.

The StoryKeepers – Easter Special (1 x 70 minutes)

With a target age group of 4-9, this

award-winning animation series sets

stories from the life of Jesus within a

natural adventure story context.

Commissioned by ITV Network, for

whom it has topped the UK ratings 3

times in 3 years, the series and the 2

specials based upon it have sold in

108 countries. 

Directed by Jimmy Murakami and 

produced by Shepherd Films

The StoryKeepers (13 x 30 minutes Animated Series)

Winner of over twenty US television

and home video awards,

TLC Entertainment’s Children’  Ten

Commandments is a new half hour

animated series of 5 episodes, with

each one  illustrating 2

commandments.

Combining colourful 3-D and rich 2-D

animation techniques, Children’ Ten

Commandments is designed to

communicate the importance of the

Bible’s Ten Commandments in a bold

new light, entertaining and educating

young children all over the world.

Children Ten Commandments (5 x  30 minutes )
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Is an edutainment style animated film

which journeys around the European

member states, outlining key

information about each country

along the way in a simple yet

engaging manner.

Lil’ Europeans (30 x 1 minutes)

From US producer Sante Fe

Productions, exciting Bible stories are

told with "giant" human characters,

while underfoot is a community of

mostly friendly bugs who inhabit their

own special "mini" world.  Unknown

to the humans in the Bible story,  the

bugs have their own funny and

action-packed adventures that parallel

the human’s story.  

In each episode we jump back and

forth between the 2 worlds as the 2

stories unfold. The bug story conveys

the lesson of the Bible story in an

entertaining way that will help children

get the moral of the Bible stories. All

the stories, except the Christmas

episode, come from the Old

Testament.

Bugtime Adventures (13 x 22 minutes)

“The Crippled Lamb” by award-winning

multi-million book selling author Max Lucado. 

The setting is the dramatic Christmas story of

the Christ child with some very entertaining and

comical twists from our animal friends.  The

characters are played by an all-star cast including

Jodi Benson (The Little Mermaid), Mark Hamill

(Star Wars) and Robby Benson (Beauty and the

Beast). These talented actors play animal

characters interacting in a compelling story of

self-worth and acceptance.

The Christmas Lamb (1 x 30 minutes)

45 Minutes Below Zero.  When the star

dust supply which gives Santa’s sledge

its magic speed is destroyed by an evil

fairy, how will Santa be able to deliver

all the presents? With only 48 hours left

until Christmas, this is the perfect

opportunity for Kobold, a grumpy elf

with no talent for making toys, to

redeem himself.  There is a reserve of

star dust somewhere in the North Pole

and Kobold must find it. Early on his

travels he befriends a young orphan

Simon, and together they set off on the

adventure of a lifetime as they try to

save Christmas! From PVP Productions

Canada and co-produced with Teletoon

Canada for whom it enjoyed great

ratings on its 2007 premiere.

Stardust (1 x 45 minutes)
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This one hour animated Christmas special brings

the much-loved tale of the candy cane to life for

another generation. Set in the frontier west, the

story relates the arrival of a stranger in a small

prairie town.  Who is he?  Why has he come? Each

of the townspeople has a secret wish as to who he

may be.  When a young girl named Lucy befriends

him, leading him to reveal his identity and share

with her the legend of the candy cane,  she

discovers the fulfillment of her wishes and the

answer to the town's dreams - now will she share

what she has learned?  Featuring the well-known

and well-beloved voices of Tom Bosley, Florence

Henderson, Paige O'Hara, Ossie Davis and

Malcolm Jamal Warner.

The Legend of the Candy Cane (1 x 60 minutes)

From Iceland’s Caoz Films, The Lost Little

Caterpillar  tells the story of the adventure of

a spellbound princess and her struggle to

understand the complexities of life. From the

moment little Katie opens her eyes for the first

time, a heart-warming adventure story

chronicles her experiences in the garden from

falling off her leaf to her encounters, good and

bad, with the other characters in the garden.

Katie’s journey teaches her a lot about life and

her journey is complete when she finally turns

into a beautiful caterpillar.

The Lost Little Caterpillar (1 x 30 minutes)
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Animated Series

Children 6-9



26 x 7 min HD
Age: 6-9

Non dialogue+ Narrated version also available

New
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In this hilarious non-verbal comedy
series, the weird and wonderful
creatures of Planet Z find
unexpected ways to survive in
their extraordinary ecosystem. 

A nature mockumentary unlike 
anything seen before!
Evolution has taken a
mind-boggling course in Planet Z
and anything can happen there! 

Monster Entertainment 6 - 9 Series
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The Universe is full of

evil super villains and only

an intergalactic super hero

named Voltakid is capable of stopping them and

saving the universe. 

Together with his best pal Flux, and his bright 

minded grandpa Dr. Magnetic, Kelvin will find the most

ridiculous and totally absurd ways to save the day.

5 x 11´ HD 
Age: 6 -10
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Monster in a box comes down to one simple equation. 

1 monster + 1 Box + 1 unsuspecting dupe = chaotic fun. 

With a touch of The Far side and just a little Monty Python

these shorts are chock full of absurdity, irreverence and

fun. Produced for Teletoon in Canada, each short has no

dialogue (except the odd fart, sneeze or groan) and

one unique Monster

poised in a box just

waiting for

that special

someone to open

up and look

inside. Who

knows what

will happen!

26 x 1´ HD 
Age: 6 -10

Non - Dialogue
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Section 6

Family
Animated Movies, 

Series & Specials



Iesodo (YAY-Sa-Doe) is a wise white dove,
whose name means "The Way of Jesus." Watch
as he and his friends bring your favorite New
Testament   stories to life in a whole new way!
Iesodo and his friends live in the Holy Land,
in a beautiful Cypress Tree on the shores of
a vast Lake (or as we know it, the Sea of
Galilee).  These birds are an unlikely group
of friends, and though they have their dif-
ferences, they have one thing in common:
since they met Iesodo, their lives have
never been the same! 

13 episodes / 12 x 15 mins

+ one 30 mins Christmas

special Age: 6-9

Monster Entertainment 6 - 9 Series 

© 2018, Zaya Toonz, LLC. 
All rights reserved.
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Monster Entertainment Originalos! Family Non Dialogue Series

ORIGINALOS?

ORIGINALOS? An extremely funny

dialogue-free stone-age animated

comedy for all the family. Each

episode takes off with the invention

of a specific object or idea that we

use in our everyday life.  At the time

it was invented it must have been a

milestone along the bumpy road of

development. Like the invention of

the football, fire, wheel, fitness, love,

flushing toilets and much more. 

We watch some of the difficulties the

inventors may have met before the

right idea appeared, with hilarious

results!.  We see one or two of the

wrong turns that a good invention

could have taken.  The episodes are

set a number of years before the

invention was perfected. E.g. the

wheel has not quite found the right

shape yet and some of the originalos

people can not see any use for the

soup plate. 

They may not all be scientifically

proven facts but ORIGINALOS? will

give you a great laugh, and maybe an

idea or two !

26 x 3 mins
ongoing 
Family

Animation
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EDGAR, an unsympathetic bachelor

who devoted himself to the compulsive

logic of reason and the categorical

imperative, not only denies the

existence of coincidences and bad luck,

he also despises those to which the

inexplicable happens.

Supported by his best friend KANT,

a marble bust, he also despises those to

which the inexplicable happens. 

True to his motto: 'Every man forges

his own destiny' EDGAR sees bad luck

as something for others. If someone

experiences it - it is just his or her own

fault! 

But fate, in the form of a truly strange

angel, is sending him on an odd path of

reformation.

The story is based on 

THE ANGEL OF THE ODD,

a short story by EDGAR ALLAN POE.
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It is well known that Santa’s Elves
sleep from Christmas Night until

mid-summer when they awake and start
on the toys for next Christmas. 

Disaster! The Elves have overslept and it is
December. Mitzi, the Elf responsible for this

catastrophe must somehow make amends. She
enlists the help of Jeffrey The Seagull

(Hugh Laurie) who takes her to see his
boss Miss Whatnot (Alison Steadman)

whose remedy – perk-up-powder -
works rather too well, resulting in a

second disaster. Poor Mitzi. Now

what?
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Tugger (1 x 65minutes) CGI Animated Feature for a family audience.

Tugger - The jeep 4x4 who wanted to fly. is a little Jeep with a very

special dream.  During WWII Tugger got injured and his engine fan

was replaced by a real airplane propeller.  

From that day on Tugger knew that, just like a real airplane, he would

one day fly.  Now that the war is over Tugger has a job tugging

airplanes at an Airport where he is constantly in trouble with the

Tower Chief, an ex-marine who drinks too much coffee, and Chief ’s

crazy dog Max, who chases after Tugger’s tires.  Tugger also shares the

Airport with his zany friends including Ma and Pa, two grandparent-

type  vintage gas pumps that have never agreed on anything, and Bob,

an  ex-WWII Bomber, who is Tugger’s hero. But above everyone else

Tugger’s best buddy in the whole world is Shorty, the short-wave

radio.

Whenever Tugger gets into trouble, Shorty, like any true friend is

always right there by his side.

In this adventure Tugger discovers dreams do come true !
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Written by Academy Award-nominated Icelandic writer Sjón

on a commission by the Brodsky Quartet. Julian Nott,

composer of WALLACE AND GROMIT,  sets Sjón's story to

music.  Voices are by Bjork, Damon Albarn, Terry Jones, Sjon

and Thorunn Laurusdottir.

The story tells of Anna and her family and how one day they all

wake up to a frightful reality. The family is waiting for their

perfect daughter to arrive at the breakfast table and kiss them

good morning as always. But this morning Anna has woken up,

looking like a sad version of Marilyn Manson. Not realizing what

is "wrong" with their daughter, Anna's parents decide to take

her to Dr. Artmanns' clinic for children with behavioural

problems.  Dr. Artmann comes to a conclusion, and the 'cure'

that follows is a nasty surprise for her parents.

Gunnar Karlsson directs, designs and creates the characters and

the film is produced by Hilmar Sigurdsson and Arnar Thorisson

of CAOZ in Reykjavik. It also it won Best TV Special Award at

Cartoons on the Bay.

Anna and the Moods (1 x 30 minutes)
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This series, including the original Oscar-nominated short, from

Brown Bag Films is based upon the 1960s recordings of young

children telling Bible stories in a classroom to their schoolteacher.

When a film crew arrives at an inner city Dublin National School to

record the  children, the result is a warm, funny and spontaneous ani-

mated “documentary”, featuring young children telling the story of

John the Baptist, The birth of Jesus, the Crucifixion, Saint Patrick and

others. Give Up Yer Aul Sins combines simple humour with clever

animation to create films with a timeless quality and appeal to a

family audience.  Give Up Yer Aul Sins has screened in almost 50 film

festivals, including The Galway Film Fleadh (where it won Best

Animation), Cork Film Festival (Best Irish and Best International

Animation), Cartoons on Bay (Special Award for Original Idea),

NewYork Comedy Festival, Boston Irish Film Festival, Aspen Film

Festival and Cannes Film Festival.

Give Up Yer Aul Sins (7 x 5 minutes plus 1 x half hour documentary)

The Monster Mews
Rear 51 Merrion Square
Dublin 2, 
Ireland

Telephone: +353-1-6114934
Fax: +353-1-6114935
www.monsterdistributes.com
info@monsterdistributes.com

2002 Academy Award nominated short film “Give Up Yer Aul Sins”

has been made into a 7 x 5 minute animated television
series by Brown Bag Films. The series, including the
original short, is based upon the 1960s recordings of
young children telling Bible stories in a classroom to
their schoolteacher.

When a film crew arrives at an inner city Dublin
National School to record the children, the result is
a warm, funny and spontaneous animated
“documentary”, featuring young children telling
the story of John The Baptist, The birth of Jesus, the
Crucifixion, Saint Patrick and others. 

Give UP Yer Aul Sins combines simple humour with
clever animation to create films with a timeless
quality and appeal to a family audience. 

The series is available with a 'making of' documentary
companion piece, 1 x 30 minutes, which traces the
remarkable history of the sound recordings and how they
were rescued from a dustbin and ultimately brought to the
Academy Awards forty years later. 

Give Up Yer Aul Sins the series premiered on
RTE on Christmas day with a ratings share of
23%. When released on video/DVD at
Christmas 2002, the series was the
top-selling video in Ireland outselling
Spiderman, Star Wars etc.

G i v e  U p  Ye r  
A u l  S i n s

G i v e  U p  Ye r  
A u l  S i n s

7 x 5 minutes animated series
Half hour ‘making of’ documentary

Oscar R and Academy Award R  are copyright of A.M.P.A.S

R

Badly Drawn Roy is set in the present day in a working class suburb

of Dublin.  We meet Roy,  Ireland’s only living animated character.  He was

born in 1972 into an ordinary ‘live action’ family.  This fly on the wall doc-

umentary film allows us exclusive access into Roy’s life where we learn of

the prejudices he must overcome on a daily basis.   

Roy is intelligent but unfortunately for him he is badly drawn.  The film

charts his increasing desperation at failing to gain steady              employ-

ment.  His animated body prevents him from securing regular manual jobs

and his poor rendering has seen him rejected from countless animation

auditions.  

This desperation is finally too much for Roy and with the support of his

family and friends he emigrates to Hollywood in search of fame, fortune

and corrective surgery.

Badly Drawn Roy (1 x 30 minutes)
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Piñata is that classic story about a

stuffed donkey’s search for respect. On

the list of bad jobs, getting Smacked

with sticks by small Children who want

to get to your insides is right up there. 

One small, Feisty, lolly-stuffed Burro has

had enough… but there’s an even

smaller, determined little girl who

decides his sweets are going to be hers

no matter what.

Piñata (1 x 4 minutes)

One night, a handful of animals in a

stable see a strange star in the sky and

hear that their town is to be visited by a

king. All efforts and attentions are

focused on how to impress the king

when he arrives, so much so that they

barely notice the human couple who

have come to stay the night. From

Sunrise productions.

Once Upon a Stable (1 x 30 minutes)

Two unlikely friends set out on New Year’s

Eve for an investigation into the supernatural

activity of the streets buried underneath

Edinburgh’s Old Town. Trouble ensues when

they disturb the ghostly inhabitant in this

half-hour special stop-frame animated

comedy. Starring Alex Norton (Pirates of the

Caribbean 2: Dead Man’s Chest, Taggart) and

Peter Capaldi (The Thick Of It, Dangerous

Liaisons). Commissioned by the BBC from

Scotland’s Kolik Films.

Haunted Hogmanay - Christmas Special (1 x 30 minutes)
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Written & Directed by Gili Dolev, is a 9

minutes animated adventure set in a

pop-up book world.  Accompanied by a

whimsical original score from         com-

poser Mick Cooke of Belle and

Sebastian, the film follows the antics of a

young boy in his           struggles against

a STALKING DUCK!! In this pop-up

world expect the unexpected!

Surprises a plenty behind every flap you

open and every tab you pull . . .

The Happy Duckling won PULCINELLA

AWARD for best short film at

Cartoons on the Bay.

The Happy Duckling
(1 x 9  minutes)
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The delightful, traditionally animated tale of a loveable kitten that

cannot seem to stay out of trouble.  A heart-warming adventure

the whole family can enjoy.This classic, the first film from Don Bluth

(“An American Tale”, “The Land Before Time” ect) has just been

restored and is being made newly available for television and DVD.

Banjo The Woodpile Cat (1 x 30 minutes)
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